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FAQs  

Why Dixit Bhrugu? 

The answer is the effectiveness. Dixit Bhrugu is the only astrology house that gives you best of 

the astrological analysis and solutions. This is because the analysis is done on extensive 

calculations based on best of ancient and modern astrological systems. And only Dixit Bhrugu 

gives you unique coded, purified and energized astrological products to solve your problems & 

difficulties. It can help you in managing your destiny.  

What is destiny? 

Destiny refers to what happens to one through the course of life. It is composite whole of one’s 

existence & events, gains & losses, success & failure, happiness & sadness. It is both material 

and abstract. For example it will tell how much money you have in bank and also how much 

happy or sad you feel when you think about your money. You crib when you miss your flight 

due to some traffic jam but later find yourself lucky when you come to know that the flight got 

crashed. There is a big controversy that destiny is fixed or one can change it. But in reality it is 

somewhere in between. One comes to life with a basic blueprint and life runs more or less on 

that blueprint but through wise use of knowledge and correct deeds (karma) one can bring 

about significant change in one’s life. It can not be drastically different from basic blueprint but 

the overall quality of life improves by significant levels. This is where astrology plays a major 

role. 

What is Astrology and how does it work? 

Human beings are created by nature and governed by natural forces. The celestial bodies like 

sun, moon and other planets exert their influence on us. This affects our thinking, behavior and 

the circumstances we face through our lives. This is unique for every individual therefore life 

and existence of every individual is unique. Astrology works by many ways. It educates about 

good and bad periods & aspects. It helps by planning one’s life accordingly, to be cautious 

during negative periods and to gain maximum during positive periods. It significantly helps by 
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reducing the impact of those celestial bodies which are exerting negative influence and 

enhancing the impact of those celestial bodies which are exerting positive influence. 

How can it help me? 

Every human being has positive and negative periods in life. Also there are good and bad 

periods related to different aspects of life like health, finance, relationships, success etc. 

Astrology can help by educating one about positive and negative possibilities and also by 

educating one about present and preparing one for the future. One can take certain steps, do 

deeds, use certain products and follow certain principles to improve quality of life. Putting it 

simple, astrology helps by reducing problems of life and enhancing success & happiness in life. 

If one can change destiny, then it means I can change everything? 

No, astrology is not magic. By correct use of astrology one can enhance positivity and reduce 

negativity but one must remember that the influence of celestial body is very strong. One can 

bring about significant change but it may not be possible to change it completely. Just like 

medical treatment, one should be careful in taking correct astrological advice and follow it 

along with doing other worldly deeds which are necessary. Result may vary between good to 

excellent. 

Why my date, time and place of birth is required? 

Birth is the most important event of one’s life. It is like foundation stone. The cosmic influence 

at the time of birth has a very deep impact on one person’s blueprint of life. But this is not 

everything. Cosmic influence continues to affect one’s life. Also a person’s Karma (Deeds) has a 

very strong influence on one’s life. 

How much I can rely on astrology? 

One must be wise and mature in using astrology to improve one’s life. Astrological advice and 

products can in helping making significant changes and in improving quality of life. But one 

should not ignore other necessary deeds like taking proper treatment in sickness, taking 

professional help in social or financial problem etc. Astrology is a great support to help you in 

overcoming difficulties and in getting best results in life. 
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Acceptance of conditions of the agreement 

www.dixitbhrigu.com provides astrological consultations to customers based on their data 

against the conditions of this agreement, and your acceptance of all the conditions of this 

agreement. 

Details of forecasts 

These consultations are based purely on astrological principles. Since astrology is subject to 

individual interpretations, dixitbhrigu.com does not make any warranties on the accuracy or 

interpretations which anyone may make of these consultation reports. These consultations 

therefore, have no legal or contractual significance. 

Secrecy of subscriber information 

www.dixitbhrigu.com undertakes to handle the customer profile and the entire data of name, 

date time and place of birth, address, e-mail, telephone number etc. in complete secrecy and 

no disclosures will be made to anyone except where it is required to be disclosed by existing or 

future laws. The birth data will be used solely for the purpose of communicating the 

consultation reports to the customers only. 

Right to terminate the service 

www.dixitbhrigu.com reserves the right to terminate any service and refund any money 

received without assigning any reason. It also, therefore, reserves the right to modify, alter or 

discontinue the service, with or without notice to the customers who may accept the revised 

terms or opt. to take the refund. 

Mailing of forecasts 

You will receive the consultation reports for which the payment is received in advance. The 

reports will be sent by e-mail or by post as provided by the client www.dixitbhrigu.com will not 

be responsible in any manner for any delay or absence of mail to reach the subscriber. 

Cancellations 

An order once placed cannot be cancelled. However, you may contact us on the store contact 

details for cancellation requests. Cancellation in such cases will be done at our sole discretion. 
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Refunds 

If approved, then the refund will be processed after thorough checking of the original method 

of your payment (may be via credit card or debit card etc.), within 15 days. 

In case of any delays or ambiguity, please contact us with the following details. 

E-Mail: bhrigudixit@yahoo.com 

Phone: 0121-2420252, 0121-4020666, 09837066263 

 


